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 The Fed recently hit the proverbial pause 

button reversing its more hawkish position. 

 

 For the quarter, Clinton Investment Man-

agement’s (CIM) Municipal Credit Oppor-

tunities (MCO) and Municipal Market Du-

ration (MMD) strategies outperformed 99% 

and 94% of the over 155 municipal bond 

strategies/managers that make up the 

PSN/Informa Municipal SMA Manager Uni-

verse.  MCO and MMD have outperformed 

99% and 87% of the PSN/Informa Universe 

year-over-year. 

 

 The higher returns municipal bonds have 

generated, with substantially lower levels 

of risk, serve as a forceful reminder why 

conservative investors should maintain  

large proportional allocations of their in-

vestable wealth in municipal bonds. 

 

 Municipal bonds benefited from market 

uncertainty as investors took note of the 

clear correlation between tightening fi-

nancial conditions and increasing global 

equity market risks. 

 

 The first quarter got off to a shaky start as 

risk assets across the globe plummeted while 

fixed income investments appreciated signifi-

cantly.  The correlations in equity and com-

modities markets converged as prices fell in 

concert as the impact of the strengthening dol-

lar relative to weakening global currencies took 

hold.  As a result of the severe market gyrations, 

Fed Chair Yellen delivered some of her most 

dovish public comments in many months, indi-

cating that increased market volatility and con-

cerns regarding the global economy may force 

the Fed to delay further tightening of monetary 

policy.  The Fed hit the proverbial pause button, 

reversing its more hawkish year-end position.  

Yellen’s comments further reduced the proba-

bility of several rate increases during 2016.  We 

now believe the earliest move in rates will be 

later in the year, if at all.  This was a truly ex-

traordinary statement, coming so soon on the 

heels of the Fed’s December 2015 decision to 

raise interest rates.  Yellen pivoted hard, noting 

that the Fed would need to be sensitive to 

global market conditions given their potential 

negative impact on the US domestic economy.  

Risk assets breathed a collective sigh of relief 

and recovered meaningfully from the February 
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lows.  We continue to believe that anemic US and global economic growth will conspire to 

keep interest rates low going forward and may ultimately push rates lower should financial 

conditions deteriorate further.    

 Clinton Investment Management’s (CIM) Municipal Credit Opportunities (MCO) and 

Municipal Market Duration (MMD) strategies got off to an excellent start during the first 

quarter as both strategies continued to deliver very solid results both on an absolute and 

relative basis.  For the quarter, both strategies outperformed 99% and 94% of the over 155 

municipal bond strategies/managers that make up the PSN/Informa Municipal Bond Man-

ager SMA Universe.  MCO and MMD have outperformed 99% and 87% of the PSN Universe 

year-over-year respectively.  Both strategies also outperformed their respective benchmarks 

for the quarter and the year.  We attribute the meaningful alpha we have generated on 

behalf of our clients to a number of key tactical decisions that we made over the last sever-

al months.  We chose to extend durations in the latter part of the third and fourth quarters of 

2015 as we firmly believed that the Fed’s intention to raise rates was misguided and prema-

ture given the tenuous nature of US economic growth.  This was proven correct as demon-

strated by the very weak first quarter GDP which came in at just +0.5%, barely above stall 

speed.  We also included greater exposure to “A” rated and select “Baa” rated credits in 

client portfolios given what we saw as attractive risk-adjusted return potential.  These ratings 

categories have outperformed all others within the investment grade universe year-over 

year, according to Barclays.  

 Municipal bonds benefited from market uncertainty as investors took note of the 

clear correlation between tightening financial conditions and increasing global equity mar-

ket risks.  The deflationary force of a strong US dollar, global political and economic uncer-

tainty, together with the polarization emanating from the US presidential race, caused inter-

est rates to fall and demand for high quality fixed income investments to increase material-

ly.  Municipal bond funds, for example, have experienced 29 consecutive weeks of investor 

inflows into municipal bond funds, taking year-to-date investments to over $22 billion, ac-

cording to Lipper.  Equity mutual funds have experienced outflows of over $31 billion during 

the same time period.  We firmly believe this trend will continue as domestic economic 

growth moderates together with increasing global and geopolitical uncertainty in the fu-

ture.  We are growing concerned that our long-held view, that rates and growth will stay 

lower for longer, could ultimately become lower forever.  While that is not our base case, 

we see no near- nor medium-term catalyst for growth given the deflationary force of the  
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strong US dollar relative to very weak global currencies and economies. 

 As illustrated by Figures 1 and 2, the municipal asset class continues to play an important 

role in investor’s asset allocations.  The higher returns municipal bonds have generated, with sub-

stantially lower levels of risk, serve as a forceful reminder to conservative investors why they should 

maintain a large proportional allocation of their investable wealth in municipal bonds.  We sin-

cerely hope that the consistency with which Clinton Investment Management has added signifi-

cant value across all of our strategies, both on an absolute basis and relative to our peers, clearly 

demonstrates the proficiency with which we continue to exploit the inefficiencies that persist in this 

market place day-to day.   We thank all of our clients for their ongoing confidence and loyalty.   

 

Figure 1. 

Figure 2. 
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 Please do not hesitate to contact us directly should you have any questions about the 

broader market or municipal bonds in particular. 

 

Best Regards, 

 

Andrew Clinton 

President 
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Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results.  Different types of investments involve varying degrees of 

risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or product made reference to 

directly or indirectly in this newsletter (article), will be profitable, equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), or be 

suitable for your portfolio.  Due to various factors, including changing market conditions, the content may no longer be reflective of current 

opinions or positions.  Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this newsletter (article) serves as 

the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from Clinton Investment Management, LLC. To the extent that a reader 

has any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her individual situation, he/she is encouraged to 

consult with the professional advisor of his/her choosing.  The PSN universes were created using the information collected through the PSN 

investment manager questionnaire and use only gross-of-fee returns.  The PSN/Informa content is intended for use by qualified investment 

professionals.  Please consult with an investment professional before making any investment using content or implied content from any 

investment manager.  advice from Clinton Investment Management, LLC. A copy of our current written disclosure statement discussing our 

advisory services and fees is available for review upon request. 
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